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Ralph Freese and Ralph McKenzie are two of the outstanding North 
American contributors to the commutator; and after they have spent years 
revising and polishing preliminary manuscripts we finally have their fine 
book on the subject. The theme of the book is to show that the commutator 
is a versatile and useful tool; the authors succeed admirably in doing this. 
Roughly speaking, the commutator allows one to extend results for groups, 
rings and modules into the much larger domain of congruence modular 
varieties. Perhaps the best way to tell about the commutator is to sketch 
the background, and some of the results that have been achieved with 
it. 

eUniversal algebra is mainly concerned with the study of algebraic struc
tures (e.g., groups, lattices, rings, etc.), and with classes of such algebras 
defined by equations (e.g., groups of exponent 6, distributive lattices, idem-
potent rings, etc.). Some of the earliest results include the straightforward 
generalizations of the homomorphism theorems of group theory and ring 
theory. In the mid 1930s Birkhoff [2] made two fundamental contribu
tions. First he showed that equational classes (classes of algebras defined 
by equations) were the same as varieties (classes of algebras closed under 
the formation of subalgebras, direct products and homomorphic images). 
Secondly he pointed out the importance of the lattice of congruences of 
an algebra. A congruence of an algebra A is an equivalence relation such 
that the obvious definition of a quotient algebra works; congruences can 
also be thought of as kernels of homomorphisms. The congruences of 
an algebra form a partially ordered set (under inclusion) which is a lat
tice. 

In the 1960s and 1970s universal algebra received considerable stimulus 
from the tools and directions of logic. Jónsson [7] showed that one could 
use the ultraproduct construction from model theory to gain enormous in
sight into congruence distributive varieties, that is, varieties for which each 
of the algebras in the variety has a lattice of congruences satisfying the dis
tributive law. The variety of lattices is probably the best known congruence 
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distributive variety. Jónsson's work inspired many investigations—one of 
the most celebrated results is Baker's finite basis theorem [1] which says 
that every congruence distributive variety which is generated by finitely 
many finite algebras and has a finite language is finitely axiomatizable. 
The results of this period in the development of universal algebra did not 
usually connect with the traditional strongholds of algebra: groups, rings 
and modules. One might well ask if the word universal only applied to 
elementary results such as the isomorphism theorems. But this was soon 
to change. 

In 1976 Smith published his startling Mal'cev Varieties [10] in which 
he showed that the notion of the center of a group could be generalized 
to varieties with permuting congruences (such varieties include groups, 
rings and modules)—he was particularly interested in applying his ideas 
to quasigroups. But the most amazing insight he had was that the com
mutator could be extended to such varieties. The commutator was not 
defined for pairs of elements, but for pairs of congruences 0, </>, yielding 
[6, </>]. This was an extension of the commutator [M, N] of two normal sub
groups of a group. Suddenly the familiar words of group theory—center, 
Abelian, solvable, nilpotent, etc.—were available in a much wider context. 
Hagemann and Herrmann in Darmstadt were among the first to realize the 
possibilities of Smith's work. They promptly worked through his book and 
continued on to prove [6] that the commutator could be realized in arbi
trary congruence modular varieties (i.e., equationally defined classes each 
of whose members has a congruence lattice which satisfies the modular law 
of Dedekind). An elegant geometric presentation of the commutator was 
then given by Gumm [5]; and also numerous details were reworked and 
improved by Taylor [11]. 

In [3] Burris and McKenzie use the commutator to find a structure 
theorem for locally finite congruence modular varieties with a decidable 
first-order theory. The question of decidability is reduced to the case of 
modules for a finite ring (which is still open), and to some special va
rieties called discriminator varieties. This showed that universal algebra 
had developed the tools to make basic contributions to the study of de
cidability. (The restriction to congruence modular varieties has recently 
been eliminated by McKenzie and Valeriote [9].) Over the years a num
ber of researchers hoped to generalize Baker's Theorem mentioned above. 
The first real success was attained by McKenzie [8] using the commutator. 
Also let us mention the deep study of residually small congruence modu
lar varieties made by Freese and McKenzie in [4]. Using the commutator 
they were able to estimate the sizes of subdirectly irreducible and simple 
algebras in such varieties. 

This book is primarily aimed at researchers and students of universal 
algebra. The text has numerous exercises in it; however, since advanced 
courses in universal algebra are not widely available one cannot assume the 
readers have been exposed to the methods of proof needed. The authors 
have wisely included the solutions to the exercises at the end of the book. 
Also at the end of the book the reader will find an excellent survey of 
related literature, and a very useful index. 
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Why the need for generalized solutions of partial differential equations? 
It has been recognized that many equations of physics do not have clas
sical solutions (for instance shock wave solutions of systems of conser
vation laws). Distribution solutions—usually called "weak solutions"—of 
the model equation 

ut + uux = 0 
are defined as those integrable functions u which satisfy: V^ € W°°(R2) 
with compact support 

(1) J J ^u(xft)^(xft) + ^u2(xj)^zi//(xtt) 2 v ' Jdx 
dxdt = 0. 

In the case of linear equations a detailed theory has been developed [15, 
7]. However the situation is far from being satisfactory. Lewy [8] showed 
that the very simple linear equation 

(2) wi
u+iw2

u-2i{Xl+iX2)ir3
u=f 


